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Abstract: We highlight two important aspects related to a mathematical
modeling of pulsed fiber lasers with long and ultra-long ring cavity –
impact of an initial noise and a cavity length on generation of single optical
pulses. Using as an example a simple scalar model of a ring fiber laser that
describes the radiation build-up from noise and the following intra-cavity
pulse dynamics during a round trip we study dependence of generated pulse
characteristics on the resonator length in the range from 30 m up to 2 km.
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1. Introduction

Cavity length is an important fiber laser system parameter that defines characteristics of gen-
erated optical pulses [1]. In the pulsed fiber lasers, a significant extension of the cavity length
provides an opportunity to achieve substantial increase of the pulse energy [2,3]. A number of
theoretical studies and experimental demonstrations of high pulse energy fiber lasers with the
cavity length of several kilometers without use of traditional techniques such as cavity dump-
ing or Q-switching have been reported recently (it is difficult to cite all relevant papers on the
subject, see e.g. [2–18] and references therein). Fiber lasers provide a possibility for use of a
range of nonlinear mechanisms in building and shaping the radiation [20–33]. Nonlinear effects
make numerical modelling of fiber lasers a challenging problem. The numerical modeling of
fiber laser systems with ultra-long cavity length faces additional technical challenges such as a
increased time of calculations and computational resources. Numerical modeling of lasers with
such long resonators is also influenced by the impact of nonlinear effects leading to instabilities
and stochastisation that requires a special attention in modeling. Recently, numerical modeling
was applied to analyze properties of long fiber lasers passively mode-locked by the nonlinear
polarization evolution with the cavity length from about 100 m [13–15] up to 8 km [3]. In this
paper we focus on a scalar model of polarization-independent saturable absorber [19–29] and
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present simulation results for pulse generation in fiber laser with long cavity length up to 2 km.
Our goal here is to highlight impact on a modeling of initial field distribution (noise versus
smooth small amplitude seeding field) and raise of modeling challenges with a growing cavity
length.

2. Laser setup and mathematical model

Aiming at the analysis of the key physical effects rather than on a laser specifics, in this work
we consider generic laser systems that can be well described by the scalar model [19–29].

Output

Coupling

2 m highly Erbium-doped fiber

Saturable absorber
Variable OFS-980 length

Fig. 1. The scheme of laser setup.

Figure 1 depicts the scheme of a fiber laser system considered in numerical modeling.
The ring cavity consists of a 2m-long active Er-doped fiber, passive fiber of variable length,
polarization-independent saturable absorber and an output coupler. Usually, in the cavities with
the anomalous dispersion pulse propagation suffers from the soliton-like instabilities [29]. And
the influence of nonlinear effects leading to the pulse breaking grows with the cavity length ex-
tension. The single-pulse regimes were obtained for 10 m cavity only using anomalous single-
mode fiber SMF-28 as a passive fiber. The total cavity dispersion in this case was -0.0742 ps2.
That is why the fiber with the normal dispersion OFS-980 has been chosen for the numerical
simulation.

Pulse evolution is modeled as a consecutive propagation through the fiber elements as shown
in Fig. 1. Parameters of the laser system elements used in simulations are shown in the table 1.
The laser operates at the central wavelengthλ0=1550 nm.

The round trip in such systems isTR = n0 ·L/c whereL = LAF +LPF is a total cavity length,
LPF is a passive fiber length,c is a speed of light and the refractive index of the coren0 ≈ 1.5.
Propagation of radiation in an active fibre is governed by the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE) with the input fieldA(t,z = 0) = Ain(t) (that is determined by the previous
round trip, apart from the very first round trip when it is an initial seeding distribution):

∂A
∂ z

=−i
β2

2
∂ 2A
∂ t2 +

β3

6
∂ 3A
∂ t3 + iγ|A|2A+ ĝA −αA. (1)

When simulating active fiber in mode-locked lasers, gain saturation and gain spectral depen-
dence (an effective gain filtering) have to be taken into account. The effect of the gain spectral
dependence in the operator ˆg is typically introduced in the frequency domain using Lorentzian
line-shape justified by the predominantly homogenous broadening mechanism in rare doped
glasses:

g(ω) =
1

1+ E
EsatG

× g0

1+
(

ω−ω0
Ωg

)2 . (2)

Hereω0 = 2π c/λ0 is the central frequency of the gain andΩg =
2π c
λ 2

0
Λg is the gain bandwidth

(given either in frequencyΩg or wavelengthΛg). The gain is saturated with the growth of
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Table 1. Values of fiber laser parameters.

Element Parameter Value
Active Er-doped fibre [30] LengthLAF 2 m

2nd order dispersionβ2 76.9 fs2/mm
3d order dispersionβ3 168 fs3/mm
Nonlinear parameterγ 0.00932 1/W/m

Gain bandwidthΛg 50 nm
Small signal gaing0 5.4 dB/m

Saturation powerPsatG 20 mW
Passive fibre OFS-980 [30] 2nd order dispersionβ2 4.5 fs2/mm

3d order dispersionβ3 109 fs3/mm
Nonlinear parameterγ 0.0021 1/W/m

Fiber lossesα 0.2 dB/km
Saturable absorber [29] Modulation depthq0 10%

Saturation powerPsat 3.69 W
Out-coupler Out-coupling parameterRout Variable around 90%

the total pulse energyE =
∫ |A|2dt, hereEsatG = PsatG ×TR. In this paper we consider regime

when the change of the total cavity length and corresponding additional losses are compensated
mostly by adjustment of the out-coupling. The amplifier small gainG0 = g0LAF is kept constant,
however the total gain varies through gain saturation (due to increasing pulse energy in a longer
cavity).

The passive fiber has been simulated using the standard generalized NLSE equation:

∂A
∂ z

=−i
β2

2
∂ 2A
∂ t2 +

β3

6
∂ 3A
∂ t3 + iγ|A|2A−α A. (3)

The NLSE has been solved using the symmetric split-step Fourier method for both active
and passive fiber.

We consider evolution of electric field in saturable absorber with the parameters presented
in Table 1 suitable for saturable absorber with high saturation power. The saturable absorber is
described by a simplified transfer functionT (t) = [1−q(t,Pin(t))] wherePin(t) = |Ain(t)|2 and
q can be found from the equation:

q(t) =
q0

1+ |Ain(t)|2
Psat

. (4)

By solving this equation we determineq as a function of time and the input field. The output
coupler is described byAout = RoutAin andAcavity = (1−Rout)Ain whereAin is the field before
out-coupler,Aout is the fraction of the total field leaving cavity andAcavity is the part that is left
in the ring resonator.

3. Modeling results

The first goal of our work is to evaluate and demonstrate importance of an initial “seeding” field
distribution in modeling of pulse generation in such long cavity lasers. Small amplitude smooth
initial seeding pulse (e.g. having Gaussian shape) is routinely used for modeling of mode-
locking lasers. This is based on assumption that the asymptotic state generated after many round
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trips should not depend on any features of the initial noise. Typically this is not a problem and
initial conditions do not play significant role in determination of a final asymptotic state in the
nonlinear dissipative system such as laser. However, in the case of increased cavity length laser
pulses with noisy internal structure (double scale solution) are observed [4]. This indicates a
potential importance of the properties of a seeding distribution (smooth functions versus noise).
The final attractors can be different for smooth initial field and noise-based seeding as we will
demonstrate below. In this work we perform a comparison of pulses generated from smooth
initial seed versus pulses generated from initial noise. We use white noise distributions as an
initial field (apart from numerical runs with smooth seeds for comparison purposes). The grid
consists of 214 points in time domain and 4000 nodes in space at the cavity round-trip. The time
domain modeling window was about 18 ns. It took approximately 48 hours to calculate 2000
cavity round-trips with the round-trip time beingTR = n0 ·L/c ≈ 0.1µs for 2 km cavity length.

We observe that resulting attractors do depend on the initial conditions. For instance, single-
pulse regime obtained from initial smooth field distribution is not necessarily the same as the
regime found for a white noise initial distribution of the same power. The basin of attraction for
each such asymptotic state is different and this tendency is getting stronger with the increase
of the cavity length. Therefore, numerical modeling of long cavity lasers should take this effect
into account. In Fig. 2 we show two examples of the generated pulses: in Fig. 2(a) an initial
condition is a Gaussian pulse with an average power (the pulse energy divided by the modeling
time interval) of 0.7 mW and in the Fig. 2(b) the initial condition was a white noise with the
same average power of 0.7 mW. Figure 2(c) shows the attractors’ dependence on the initial
conditions. The blue line corresponds to the evolution of the Gaussian initial field distribution
and the green line - of the white noise to the attractors marked with the circles. Here root-mean-
square (RMS) pulse characteristics are defined in a standard manner:

PRMS =

∫ |A|4 dt
E

; T 2
RMS =

∫
t2 |A|2 dt

E
, (5)

wherePRMS andTRMS are RMS power and RMS pulse width respectively.

Fig. 2. Resulting pulses in case of: a) Gaussian initial field distribution; b) White noise ini-
tial distribution. HereL = 2 km, average power of the initial pulse – 0.7 mW. c) Attractors
for different initial distributions: the blue line shows the evolution of the Gaussian initial
field distribution and the green line – of the white noise to the attractors marked with the
circles.

To define generation of a single pulse, we applied the following convergence procedure. The
regime is accepted to be stable when the relative variationε of pulse energyε = |Ei −Ei+1|/Ei

does not exceed 10−3, and, additionally, the relative variations of pulse width and spectral power
do not exceed 10−2 and 10−2, respectively, during at least 200 round trips. In this case simu-
lations were stopped and the generated pulse was considered as a stable asymptotic state. We
have found that in the case of relatively short cavity lengths (up to 32 m) the same single-pulse
stable regimes can been obtained from rather different self-starting regimes. The pulse energy
stabilization for cavity length of 32 m has been achieved after more than 4000 round−trips. For
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shorter cavities it took approximately 1000 round trips to approach the steady state in terms of
the energy evolution. However, for≥ 42 m cavity lengths the stable pulse regimes as defined
above might not be reached even after 120000 round-trips. Figure 3 presents the dependence
of the approximate number of cavity round trips, required to achieve the stable single pulse
regime, on the cavity length. It is seen that there is an exponential growth of a required round
trips number for cavities longer than 20 m.

Fig. 3. The dependence of the approximate number of cavity round trips, necessary to
obtain the energy steady state, on the cavity length. Dashed line shows the exponential
dependence of round trips number for cavities longer than 20 m.

The black line in the Fig. 4(a) shows the resulting pulse shape and spectrum shape (in the
inset) for the 32 m cavity. The generated pulse has a smooth bell-type temporal shape. As one
can see from the inset in Fig. 4(a), the pulse spectrum has the typical form (characteristic for
highly-chirped pulses) with the sharp drops at the edges [20].

The black line in the Fig. 4(b) presents the generated pulse after 2000 round-trips for 2002
m cavity length. It was not possible in our modeling to get a smooth pulse shape even after
20000 round-trips. The typical result shows an envelope with a ns scale width and strong noisy
oscillation components inside the envelope [4]. The noisy content can be linked to the pulse
collapse regimes studied in [31,32]. In this case let us consider such a regime to be “stabilized”
when the relative variationε of pulse energyε = |Ei −Ei+1|/Ei does not exceed 10−3. The
resulting output pulse energy are 0.5 nJ and 16 nJ for a cavity length of 32 m and 2002 m,
respectively.

The insets in the Fig. 4 show the averaged pulse spectra for pulses generated from the initial
noise. In the case of 2002 m cavity length the spectrum was averaged over 10 round-trips.
As one can see, different amplification for 32 m and 2002 m cavity can be described by the
different spectral characteristics.

The red lines in Figs. 4(a) and (b) show for comparison the Gaussian pulse fit with the same
RMS characteristics as the generated pulses defined in a standard manner as follows: for a
Gaussian pulse

√
P exp(−t2/τ2), the corresponding RMS parameters are:P =

√
2PRMS and

τ2 = 4 ·T2
RMS.

Figure 5 shows the intra-cavity dynamics of energy and RMS characteristics (width and
power) for a pulse obtained from the initial white noise for different cavity lengths. One can
see rather different dynamics of the RMS pulse width for short and long laser cavity. In the
case of long cavity a RMS pulse width is slightly compressed in the gain medium. Overall, the
relative RMS pulse width variation is not large in both cases.

The pulse is amplified inside the active fiber and the behavior of the RMS width during
the pulse propagation through the active fiber depends on the total cavity length; passive fiber
stretches pulse and slightly decreases its power; saturable absorber decreases RMS width and
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Fig. 4. Black line – pulses generated from the white noise as the initial distribution, red line
– the Gaussian pulse fit with RMS characteristics in case of: a) 32 m cavity length; b) 2002
m cavity length. Insets show the corresponding averaged spectra of pulses generated from
the noise.

insignificantly reduces RMS power; an output coupler decreases pulse power. The visual dif-
ference of the RMS pulse width dynamics in the active fiber between two regimes is attributed
to the definition of RMS characteristic and can be explained by the significant growth of the
energy in case of long resonator compared to the 32 m cavity. As a matter of fact there is a
pulse broadening in active fiber for both long and short cavities. There is no chirp-free point
inside the cavity as it is typical for the lasers with all-normal dispersion configurations [20]. In
the lasers with longer cavity the intra-cavity dynamics is substantially changed [15].

During the pulse propagation in the saturable absorber, not only the modulation depth affects
the energy losses, but also the ratio of pulse power and the saturation power. So in fact, the
real saturable absorber losses are smaller than 10% (the real losses are 4% for 32 m and 2
km cavity). That is a reason of insignificant influence of the saturable absorber on the pulse
energy. If a higher modulation depth is used, the pulses would have a lower energy and shorter
duration. This decrease of the energy mainly caused by the more significant pulse compression
comparing to the decrease of the peak power. For the 32 m cavity the pulse energy decreases
from 0.58 nJ to 0.54 nJ with the increasing of the modulation depth from 10% to 13% (the
saturation power was constant). In this case the real losses amount to 5%.

Figures 6 (a) and (b) show three-dimensional picture of an intra-cavity temporal pulse shape
evolution and dynamics of the spectrum of a single-pulse stable regime in cavities having 32 m
length and 2002 m respectively. The evolution is quite typical for lasers with all-normal cavity
dispersion [20].

Finally we present results of numerical analysis of the impact of a varying cavity length
(using out-coupling parameterRout to adjust energy balance, while keeping small signal gain
g0 ·LAF constant) on the generated pulse energy. In general, cavity extension leads to increase
of a pulse energy and saturation of the amplifier gain. This is compensated by adjustment of the
out-coupling coefficient and increased cavity losses [26]. In other words, the total cavity losses
(Rin +α ·LPF) (in dB), whereRin(dB) = 10· ln(1−Rout)/ln10 andLPF – passive fiber length
are affected by the the cavity extension, but first of all through gain saturation and out-coupling
adjustment rather than through additional losses of a passive fiber. As one can see from Fig. 7,
the character of the output energy dependence on the cavity length is different for small and
long resonator lengths. The energy depends linearly on the cavity length for small resonators.
However, this growth is saturated at larger length because of the change of the relation between
the gain and losses. Dashed line on Fig. 7 depicts the fit of the energy dependence on the cavity
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Fig. 5. The intra-cavity dynamics of energy and RMS characteristics of pulse obtained from
the initial white noise for different cavity lengths. Here OC is output coupler, AF – active
fiber and SA – saturable absorber.

Fig. 6. The intra-cavity spectrum and temporal pulse shape evolution in: a) 32 m cavity; b)
2002 m cavity.

length, gain and losses. This line is the following fitting formula (compare to [26]):

E = a ·L g0 ·LAF − (Rin +α ·LPF)

Rin +α ·LPF
, (6)

wherea is some fitting constant factor.
Stable (as defined above) single pulsed regimes have not been found for cavity lengths ex-

ceeding 2002 m. Figure 8 depicts the output pulse RMS characteristics’ dependence on the
length of the cavity. The intervals illustrate the variance (over five realizations) of the results
due to different realizations of the initial white noise distributions.

We have observed a significant spectral broadening of the pulse for relatively short cavity
lengths, while the pulse spectrum width stabilizes after the cavity length of approximately 200
m. This can be result of the considered 50 nm gain bandwidth. Since the spectral width∆
is connected with the RMS power in the following way:∆ =

√
γPRMS/β , whereγ andβ are
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Fig. 7. Output energy dynamics with the cavity length extension for the white noise
as an initial distribution. Dashed line is a fit of the following expression:E = a ·
L g0·LAF−(Rin+α ·LPF )

Rin+α ·LPF
.

Fig. 8. Dynamics of RMS characteristics with a cavity length extension for white noise as
an initial distribution.

cumulative nonlinearity and dispersion respectively [33], one can see the RMS power dynamics
presented on the Fig. 8.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we presented the modeling results of the ring cavity passively mode locked fiber
laser with the total cavity length up to 2002 m. We have shown that in fiber lasers with the long
and ultra-long cavities impact of an initial noise should be taken into account. Use of a smooth
initial field distributions can lead to very different asymptotic attractor. We have studied lasing
regimes when the increased cavity length leads to increases pulse energy and resulting gain
saturation (under condition of a constant small gain). In this case the energy balance adjustment
is done via varying out-coupling parameters. We presented an approximate formula describing
energy dependence on a cavity length for a considered regime of single pulse generation in long
cavity fiber lasers.
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